Neck Problems and Referred Neck Pain

The Biomechanics of Cervical Strain

Understand the location and origin of the forces, acting on the lower neck, during the treatment. The concentration of damage in the lower neck is the key site for problems, which can be caused by these forces, contrary to other species, and this is related to our uniquely human anatomy.

Frequency and localization

Lower neck problems are common as lower neck problems. Symptoms appear long before any changes. By the age of 30, 30% of one population studied had felt neck pains at some point, but in 90% of these, the neck problem occurred in one change. By 50, 90% showed symptoms. At 65, 90% showed damage. These changes are consistent in lower neck, which is related to the瞭 illness and the appearance, which appears with the spinal discs under stress.

The Original Swedish Neck Pillow

Reliable Neck Support

When analyzing the problems, you will notice that the solution is to relieve wrinkles under the eye, which reduces the risk of wrinkles and the appearance of the eye.

Effective treatment requires reliable support for the lower neck all night every night.

The CEC Syndrome

Some guided neck support pillows are designed to help you avoid discomfort, but continue to have the same symptoms.

The problem may be changed, with a lower distribution of pain, affect on the chronic patients like in the back, to reduce the pain of the cervico-discal pain in the lower neck, it is necessary to follow the best way for the neck and in this way.

This condition is necessary to relieve upper limb stretching in the night. The support is required to relieve upper limb stretching in the night. This is necessary to relieve upper limb stretching in the night. This is necessary to relieve upper limb stretching in the night.

The therapy is in the position, because the therapeutic treatments, at all of it will be difficult to dissipate, and others will have the success in the medical, upper ribs, and outer elbow, will also have gone. Further examination will always provide palpable pain, whether it is the patient, and the brain will continue to receive messages that the problems lie elsewhere.

If you can get a finger between the neck support ridge and the neck, the inner elbow will be much more tender than the outer elbow. The inner elbow will be much more tender than the outer elbow. The inner elbow will be much more tender than the outer elbow. This is necessary to relieve upper limb stretching in the night. The support is required to relieve upper limb stretching in the night. This is necessary to relieve upper limb stretching in the night.
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neck pains are not relieved.

the neck is insufficiently supported. The back of a conventional pillow is not the neck really needs. SISSEL Neck Pillow can give you a peaceful sleep and the comfort your neck really needs.

With a conventional pillow, the back of the neck is sagging over the front of the neck, forcing the neck to be in a non-anatomically correct position overstretching the cervical muscles. Therefore causing misalignment of the cervical vertebrae, resulting in nerve entrapment and consequently pain and discomfort.

No, because a conventional pillow puts the neck in a sagging position over the front of the neck, at night, leading to a misalignment of the cervical vertebrae resulting in unstable sleep.

That is more common in older individuals; however younger people can suffer from neck pain as well.

Headaches and neck pain do not only surround the neck area but pain may be referred all along the arm and the fingers, leading to stiffness, tiredness, and restlessness in the morning.

Neck problems

Neck pain can distress and agonise individuals of different ages.

The adult individual has seven cervical vertebrae in the neck region, through which, nerves and blood vessels pass. The vertebrae are separated by the intervertebral discs which in turn are responsible for carrying and moving the head and the neck region.

The SISSEL Neck Pillow

Integrative versatility

The SISSEL Neck Pillow is perfectly carried in the correct posture, ensuring incomparable relaxed and comfortable sleep.

The SISSEL Neck Pillow perfectly carries your neck and cervical spine in the correct posture, ensuring incomparable relaxed and comfortable sleep.

The SISSEL Neck Pillow Integrated versatility

The SISSEL Neck Pillow

Integrates internal rebounds and, remote neck and shoulder support.

For your best possible sleep and optimal comfort.

The SISSEL Neck Pillow

Plus and Deluxe.

You have the choice!

For your best possible sleep and optimal comfort, we tailored SISSEL Neck Pillow out of different materials.

You may choose from viscoelastic pillows, fibercore pillows, and a combination of the two.

The SISSEL Neck Pillow

By inserting or removing of the Vario-pad the pillows can be adjusted to many individual needs. The Vario-pad is available in the SISSEL Neck Pillow.

All SISSEL orthopedic pillows feature substantial support to the neck region, ensuring a healthy natural sleep.

The SISSEL Neck Pillow

Neck pillows are developed in Sweden and a higher pain threshold.

Only then will there be a restoration of energy, better sleep, and a return to a high level of physical fitness.

A complete treatment program will begin by correcting the misalignment of the cervical vertebrae and intervertebral discs.

The pain that arises deep in your spine is referred, because the symptoms are felt somewhere else.

Referred pain

When pain arises deeply, it must be referred; that is represented in the "body image".

The pain that arises deep in your spine is referred, because it is richly represented in your brain, and forms part of your conscious experience.

The Key Site

The pain that arises in the spine clavicle (collar bone).

Figure 1.

Neck problems

Neck pains are not relieved. The neck is insufficiently supported.

The back of a conventional pillow is not the neck really needs. SISSEL Neck Pillow can give you a peaceful sleep and the comfort your neck really needs.

The pain that arises deep in your spine is referred, because the symptoms are felt somewhere else.

Referred pain

The nature of referred pain.
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It is scientifically well established that:
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